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ANTI-SAND FLY SPRAYING WITH LETHANE AND PYRETBRUM, 

By LIEUTENANT-COLONELW. M. E. ANDERSON, M.D., 

RoJ'at Army Medical Corps. 

IN t~e prevention of diseases which are transmitted by insects much atten
tloi1ii; devoted to spraying with solutions which are lethal, or at least repel
lent; to the vectors... Themostim.portant of disease-carrying insects is', of 
course, the mosquito which transmits malaria, yellow fever, dengue and 
filariasis, but the Genus Phlebotomus (sandfly) is by no means negligible. 
Besides being the vector of three diseases-sandfly fever, kala azar and 
oriental sore-the sandfly, all intolerable nuisance as a night feeder, is a 
major cause of insomnia in tropical regions. . . . 

During the hot weather season of 1939, as portion of the work of an 
Ellquiryinto Sandfly Fever under the auspices of the Indian Research Fund. 
Associqtion, some experimental work was carried out at Pesllawar on the 
comparative merits of s()lutions fOl"use as anti-sandflysprays ... Th't' object 
of the investigation was to determine, as faL ,as.p6ssible,'(a) themostsuit
ablesblution, suitability being assessed by the twin attributes of efficiency 
and econqmy and (b) the most .safisfactorymeansof application. With a 
view forestdts'of practical value,'. experiments were chiefly centred on the 
solutio.l1s. and'methodsof distribution which were ill routine use. Atthe 
close of tlie.periodthe 'work was far from. complete but the outbreak of wat' 
prevented its being continued into the following year and such results as 

<were Clbtained are here recorded. 

SOLUTIONS INVESTIGATED. 

The following solutions formed the subject of investigation by "biological 
assay" methods .. 

(1) Lethane(384).-Lethane is an aliphatic thiocyanate manufactured 
by the firm of Charles Lennig & Co. A preliminary report has been pub
lished(Anderson, 1939) of some investigations of the efficacy of this sub
,stance againstsandflies. A. 1/33solutiort in k~rosene has ,been in use in 
Peshawar. as an anti-mosquito spray for. the past two. years. . 

(2) Pyrethrum-containing Solutions.~Five?uch solutions were investi
gated,three "kerosene-base ~'and two "water-base." The .:' kerosene~ 
base'i.solutions were as follows:--,.---" 

(a) Stafford AllC1i's L,iquid E.rtract.~-ThisS'olution, diluted 1/64 with 
kerosene, has been used.in India over several years by the military medical 
authorities for anti~mosquito and anti-sandfly purposes, For the sake of 
brevity, it will be· referred to as "Pyefly," the name commonly applied to 
a 1/64 solution. 

Cb) Pyrocide 20.~This is an American product which is more expeilsive 
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W. M. E. Anderson 

than" Pyefly." Diluted 1/20, it has been favourably reported upon for 
anti-mosquito wClrk by. the Malaria Commission of India. The manufac
turersstate that its effect is enhanced by the addition of 5 per,cent of pine 
oil. 

(c) Pyractone.~Thisis produced by Messrs. Stafford, Allen& Co. and 
described by them as " a kerosene ex:tract of pyrethrum,containing anacti
vato~." It is recommended for use diluted 1/40 in kerosene. 

; Two" water-base" solutions were also the subject of some tests. 
(a) Desquito.~This is an aqueous pyrethrum extract, manufactured by 

Messrs. Stafford, AlIen ,& Co~ and recommended for use diluted 1/14 with 
water. Mackie and Crabtree (1938) found this substance. to be satisfactory 
for ridding, aircraft of mosquitoes. . 

(b) M ulticide.-This is produced by the manufacturers of Pyrocide 20 and 
is primarily intended as a garden or livestock spray diluted 1/100 to 1/400 
with water. 

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION. 

Thesandflies used for these experiments were mostly P. papatasii but 
included also a few specimens of P.mznutus and other species caught in the 
vicinity of Peshawar. No attempt was<Juade t~ confine the experiments to 

. one particular species. 
It is extremely difficult to formulate absolute standards by which the 

potency of solutions can be;compated but it appeared reasonable to regard 
a suitable preparation as having the twofold prop~rties of (a) killing some 
sandflies outright and ( b) exerting a repellent effect on others. Of these 
the former is more readily assessable but must be regarded as being mainly 
of academic importance because almost allphlebotom6cidal solutions are, 
to soni.e degree,unpleasant to human beings and to produce, and maintain, 
in a room at atmospheric concentration actually lethal to sandflies would, 
if possible at all, be certain to cause considerable discomfort to the human 
inhabitants. A much lower concentration, not affecting human beings, can 
be regarded as of definite value if it is effective in reducing the number of 
sandflies through its repellent· action and investigations' were therefore 
directed towards gauging (i) the " lethal value" and (ii) the " repellent 
value" of the'solutions under test. 

(i) The lethal value was considered in'terms of (a) the" direct effect" 
and (b) the "indirect effect." 

Ca) By " direct effect" is implied the effect of spraying the sandflies 
directly with the liquid in various dilutions. A white towel' or sheet was 
spread on the floor at the base of' a whitewashed wall on to which sahdflies,· 
five or six at a time, were released from a test-tube and sprayed with the 
solution. from a high pressure coarse spray of the common "Flit-gun" 
type. It was found that if the vapour was turned directly on the flies, they 
tended to be blown away by air currents and the practice was to direct the 
spray above them so that they came into contact with falling droplets and 
vapour. 'Of those brought down the majority fell on the sheet where their 
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14 Anti-Sandfly Spraying with Leihane and Pyrethrum 

behcLViour could easily be noted. The phenomeria observed consisted, ~cca> 
, sionally; ofinstantaneous death and, more often, ofstrllg~ling follQwed by 
,either death or recovery:, Bbth water-base ,and kerosene-base solutions. 
irere tested in this way and, as preliminary observations suggested that it 
few flies (about 20 to 40 per cent) were .killed by water brkerosene alone, 

in subsequent experiments, unless 100 per cent of flies were kil1ed,thedilu-
tion was not regarded as lethal. . " '" 

, (bJ The term " indirect effect " was used to record the effect on sari.d~ 
flies of exposureto .the vapour, produced in measurabie atmospheric c?n
centrations by means of a " Phantomyst" nebulizer(Type A.I) which was 
loaned to the Enquiry by the A.D.M.S, -,-' DistriCt.(ColonelF~ F,Strother 
Smith, r.M.S.). The nebulizer, containing the solution in measured dilu
tions, was operated in a closed room of dimensions 15, by 9 by lOt feet (a 
capacity of almost 1,420 cubic feet) in which were placed two glass roofed 
muslin cages of sandflies. The doors and winddws of this room were closed 
but not sealed, as it was desired to reproduce the c'onditions under which the 

Fig. I StatiC arrangement 

~---7f<'--- +ry- ---7f'.-~. 

Cqe2 Cqel 'I' 
Nebu Iser 

Fig. 2 Mobile arrangement 

t- Position 3 

fir 
Cage 2 

~Position 2' 

Nebuliser,', lA' 
Position I --f:'J 

'Positi~n 4~' 

nebulizer might. be used in barracks, etc. The room wasiri a private bun
galow of modern type, with well fitting windows and doors, and the Jossof 
vapour by leakage was probably not more than 5 per cent. In most of the 
experiments the arrangement of the cages and rtebulizer-was as shown in 
fig. 1 and is referred to as the" static arrangement:" Cage 1 was on the 
floor, and Cage 2 raised about three feet above the ground. ,On some occa
sions, with a view to more even distribution of the vapour~ another "lay
out" (the" mobile arrangement '.'-fig.2) was adopted in which the nebu
lizer was moved into another part of the room every fifteen to twenty 
minutes. In:each experiment the reservoir of the nebulizer was filled with a 

. standard quantity of 2,400 C.c. of solution (about two-thirds of its capacity) 
and the, apparatus was, operated continuously until either the flies were killed 
or, after three to five hours, it was considered that the solution was unlikely 
to have arty effect. Death was qistinguishedfrom temporary stupefaction 
hy removing the cage to the fresh air and watching for signs of revival. 
In these e:l}periments this never occurred. The cages were observed at 
intervals of fifteen to twenty minutes at first and, when the flies, appeared 

' .. 
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rV. M. E. Anderson 15 

sluggis'h, they wen: .inspected every ten minutes. Entry to the room was 
through dou,bledoors which precluded more than a sljght loss of vapour. At 
the end of the experiment the reservoir was drain,ed and the amount of 
solution was calculated. The number of cubic centimetres of undiluted solu
tion per 1,000 CUbic feetof room space is referred to as the'" lethal concen-

, tration" and, to determine this, two formulce were devised. If a nebulizer 
is available whiCh consumes a constant quantity of solution in one hour, 
the concentration maybe found from' 

V ,xP xT . 
-------'-~ = Lethal concentration 

6.R 
V= number of centimetres consumed in one hour. 
P=percentage strength of solution used. 
T = minutes for which nebulizer~as working. 
R = capacity' of the room in cubic feet. 

The consumption of this nebulizer varied very considerably and it was 
necessary to measure the actual amount of. solution used in each experi
ment (expressed by the symbol D). This formula was then used 

·10 (U xP) 
. = Lethal concentration. 

R 
In experiment!? where there was a considerable difference in the times 

required to kill the flies in, each' of the two cages the' number of minutes. in 
respect of the first and ,second cages was recorded as Tl' and T2 respectively 
a'nd .the atmospheric concentration at the time the firstcageful of flies died 

! , , , 

, k' . Tt .1O(UXP) was ta en as ~. X . 
T2 R 

The work was carried out on 'fine afternoons and evenings during the hot 
weather months of June to. mid-September and variations in meteorological 
conditions were very slight. 

(ii) The " repellent effect" was investigated by spraying a room with 
the solution under test and noting to what extent, and for whit period, the 
sandfly populati()n was reduced. An index to the 11umber of flies in a room' 
was obtained by having them collected in test tubes by specially trained 
sepoysover a period.of.onehour in the evening, about dusk, or in the morn
ing, as soon as possible after srinrise, a process which is referred t~ as "sur~ 
veying." This was a r()ugh and ready method, introducing a very great 

. personal element Which couldonIy be minimized by careful supervision of 
the collectors and, strict adherence to the time table. 

Two large barrack rooms, each of about 20;006 cubic feet capacity, ana 
similar' in shape, were used as "Test" and "Control" rooms and the 
routine of each experiment ~asas_ follows:-

Day 1. Morning, 6:30 to 7.30a.m. (later 7 tq. 8 a.m.) Survey, both 
rooms. 

Eveni11g, 8 to 9 p.m. (later 7.30 to 8.30 p.m.) Survey, both 
rooms. 
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16 Anti-Sandfiy Spraying w'ith Lethane and Pyrethrum 

Day 2. Morning, 6.30 to 8 a.m., Spraying, test room. 
Evening, as on Day 1. 

Day 3 (and subs.equent days if necessary), as on Day 1. 
Four sandfly collectors were employed in each room. The first dais 

work gave some idea of the testing state of the rooms and. a comparison 
of the numbers of sandflies caught in the two woms, before ai1d after the 
spraying, indicated, the extent of the reduction. , 

A large electrically driven Phantomyst (Type D) was used for theseexperi
ments but proved disappointing in. that the amount of solution consumecl 
was much lower than had been expected and also vaiiedtonsiderably. In 
four experiments the hourly consumptiop. was 80, 66,26 and 100 c:c. re
spectively. This meant that the atmospheric concentration at fheend of 
the period was very low out spraying could notbeprol~ngedas' it was not 
feasible to exclude the occupants of the test room from their quarters for a 
longer period than one and a half hours. 

Two similar experiments were also carried out in whiCh the solution. was 
distributed by four men, equipped with Flitguns, working for approximately 
ten minutes and paying particular attention to possible sheltering places of 
adult sandflies, such as cracks in masonry, underneath kit-boxes and behind 
articles of equipment hanging from pegs. Before commencing, a 'measured 
quantity of solution was placed in the reservoir of. each gun and, at the 
conclusion, the residue was pipetted off and measured and:the' amount used 
determined. Throughout these experiments the weather was consistently 
fine and dry and probably had a negligible effect on the results. 

Finally, as the trend or the work suggested that none of the solutions 
tested exerted a repellent action for much longer than twelvs: hours, experi
ments were carried out to. investigate the; efficacy of daily spraying and, 
with a view to economy, solutions of Letharie and Pyefly, weaker than those 
in routine use, were employed. The results are later reported in detail and 
suggested that good results follow daily spraying and that appreciably 
weaker solutions may be used. 

The results of tests applied to each solution are described below. 

(1) KEROSENE-BASE INSECTICIDES. 

(a) Lethane ,-;-On direct contact, Lethanekilled sandflies i11 a <iilution of 
1/100. 

Its indi~ecreffect was investigated in ·five experiments (Table I). In this 
and similar tables the " lethal concentration" is expressed in cubic centi~ 
metres of pure solution per 1,000 cubic feet. 

TABLE L-LETHANE; INDIRECT LETHAL EFFECT. (STATIC ARRANGEMENT.) 

No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Dilution 
1/10 
1/10 
1/12 
1/16 
1/33 

Lethal concentration 
Cage 1 'Cage 2, . Mean 
7·4' 7·4 7·4 
6·5 7·0. 6·.75 
7·32 6·3 6·81 
7~ 7~ 7~ 
7~ 7~ 7~ 
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)IV. M. E. Anderson 17 
'! , ' 

If allowance is }l1ade for slight meteorological differences and for a, prec 
sumab1y, varying vitality among sandflies the results were reasonably con
stant and suggested that the lethal concentration Of Letl1aneis in the region 
of 7 to 7,4 c.c.of pure solution per 1,OOO'cubicfeet ofair space. This con
centration renders a room unpleasant to humans. 

Two expetiments were performed to investigate the repellent effeCt. For 
the first the Ph~rntomyst was used and consumed 120 C.c. of 1/10 Lethane in 
ninety minutes,prod~cing a c~ncentration equivai~ntto 0'6 c.c.of undiluted 
solution per 1,000 cubic feet; The numbers of flies caught in the two rooms 
during the exp'erimentare shown· in Table H.· In this and subsequent 

TABLE n.-LETHANE, REPELLENT EFFECT. (DisTRIBUTION BY PHANTOM'YST.) 

Time 
,a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

, Flies caught ' 
in. each room Test/Control 

. Test Control percentage 
78 32' 238 
58 33 176 

IS 
56 
56 

Spraying, test roolJt 
36 
31 
45 

42 
181 
124 

tables, in the final column, the test room catch is expressed as a percentage 
of that in, the ,control room, providing an indication of the reduction 111 

sandfly population . 

. In the second experiment (Table lIt) the Lethane in 1/33 solution was 

TABLE nI.-LETHANE; REPELLENT EFFECT. (DISTRIBUTION BY fLIT GUNS.) 

Flies qaught 
in each room ,[est/Control 

Day Time Test Control percentage 
64 53 120 
55 41 124 

Spraying, test room 
20 42 47 
89 46 193 
52 49 85 

:{ 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

ciistributedin the test room by four men with hand sprays over a period of 
ten minutes (7.20 to 7:30 ,a.m.) 480 C.c. of solution were used, giving acon-
centrationequivalent to 0'7 c.c. per 1,000cubic feet. ' 

These experiments suggested that a definite reduction in the sandfly 
population ola room was demonstrable after twelve hours, but 110t after 
twenty-four, by a conce'ntration of Lethanebetween 0'6 and 0'7 c.c. per 1,000 
cubic feet, an amount which was hardly perceptible by human beings. 

(b ) Pyrethrum-containing preparations (Pyefly,Pyrocide20 and Pyrac-
tone).' , 

. (i) Pyefly.~On direct contact this preparation killed sandflies in a dilution 
of 1/200. , 
'.In investigating the indirect effect it was early evident that the lethal 
concentration appeared to vary considerably with differ,ent dilutions. Table 
IV shows the results of nine .experiments with ·five different dilutions, using 
bot/1 the" static" 'and" mobile" arrangements of the cages and nebulizE'r. 
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18 Anti-Sandfly Spraying with Lethrme, and Pyrethrum 

No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Dilution 
1/100 ' 
1/100 
1/75 
1/50 
1/50 
1/33 
1/33 
1/25 

,', 1/25 

A rrangemenf 
Static 
Mobile 
Static 
Static 
Mobile 
Static 
Mobile 
'Static 
Mobile 

Lethal concentration 
Cage 1 Cage 2, 

1·26 1·14 
1·49 1·76 
0:98 0·81 
1·63 2·1L 
3·8 '3·74 
1·92 2·95 
2·672:95 
3·94 3·26 
4'22 3'77 

Mean 
1·20 
1·62 
0·89 
1·87 
3·77 
2·.43 
2·81 
3·60 
.3'94 

No explanation ,can be giVen for t~ese widely varyingresults. Extrane
ous factors weft;, as far as possible; l~educed to a minimum,i.e. the concen
trated extract was from a recently delivered supply and was stored ,in its 
original container arldonly withdrawn immedia.tely before making up the 
solution, for which only first grade kerosene was used. It would appear 
that, in the vapour ,evolved bythePhantomyst nebulizer, pyrethrum and 
kerosene were not present in, the same proportion:s as in the solution but 
there 'were no facilities for checkingthisby chemical esti1}1ations before and 
after eachexpetiment. 

Two experiments were performed'to investigate the repellent effect. In 
the fir-st (Table V) the Pyefly, diluted 1/75 ; was distributed by the Phanto-, 
myst which used 100 C.c. of solution,. prodllcing an atmospheric concentra-
tion of 0'06 c.c. per 1,000 cubic feet~ , 

TABLEV.-PYEFLY, REPELLENT EFFECT. (DISTlUBlhION;.BY "PHANToMYST.) 

Day 

:~ 
Time 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a,m. 

'p.m. 
a.m; 
p.m. 

Flies caught 
in each room 

Test' Control 
75 53 

,65 63 

Test/Control 
percentage ' 

139 
103 

Spraying, Jest room 
25 
64 
61 

41 
49 
49 

61 
128 
122 

In the second experiment (Table VI) the Pyefly, in 1/75 dilution, Was 
distributed by four men with hand sprays ;430 c.c. 6f solution were used, 
producingaconceritration of about 0'28 c.c; per 1,000 cubic feet. ' 

, , 

:TABLE 'VI.~PYEFLY, REPELLENT EFFECT. (DISTRIBUTION BY 'FLIT GUNS;) 

Day 

:{ 
Time " 
a.m. 
p.m., 
a.m. 
p:m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

Flies caught 
in each room 

Test Control 
52 65 
46 53 

Test/Control 
Nrcentage 

79 
87 

,Spraying, test room 
36 ' 25 69 

'iO 45 79 
45 78 58 

These two experiments suggested that Pyefiy will produce a diminution 
in the numbers of saridflies in a room for up to twelve hours after spraying. ' 
The diminution was ratlier less marked than wben Lethane was used. 

Except in high concentrations (2'5 c.c. per 1,000 cubic feet, or more) 
Pyefiy was not unpleasarit to human beings. 
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W~ M; E. Anderson . 19 

(i1) Pjlrocide, 20 .. ~Made. up with the addition of one part of pine oil to 
nineteen ofthe ]?yrocide20-k~rosene p1ixture (as recorrimendedby the manue 
facturers), thissubstarice was found to kill sandfliesdirectly iri a. dilutioJ;l 
of 1/100. '. . '.. ',. 

Three experiments. (Table VII) were carried out to inve'stigate the' 
lndirect effect. In the first two of these 5 per cen.t of pine oil was added 
to the solution of Pyrocicie 20 in kerosene and the lethal' concentration 
appeare(J. toqeconsiderablylbwer than-when, in the third experiment,. pine 
oil was nOt used. . . . 

TABLE VII . .:LpvROCIDE 20,. INPIRECT LETHAL EFFECT •. 

Lethalconcentration . 
No; Dilution Cage 1 Cage 2 Mean 
*1 1/20·' 1.·8 1·6 1·7 

'*2 1/33 1.·3 1·24 1·27 
3 1/20 ,2'6. 2·5 . 2·55 
* 5 percent. of pine oil added to the Pyrocide 20 solution. 

These few, experiments tended'to substantiate the claim that the action 
ofPyrocide 20 is enhanced by the addition' of pine oil. In these concen· 
trations the vapour from Pyrocide 20 was quite plea~ant·to humans. 

One experiment (Table VIII) was performed t6 investigate the repellent 
effect, using a J/20 solution in kerosene with 5 per cent pine oil added. 
The Phantomyst utilized only 40 c.c. of. solution, producing an atmospheric 

.cOllcentration of 0'1 c.c. per 1,000 cubic feet .. The repellent effect appeared 
to last not longer than twelve hours. 

TABLJi: VIII.-,PYROCIDE 20, REPELLENT EFFECT. (DISTRIBUTION BY PHANTOMyST.) 

Time 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

Flies caught 
in each room 

Test Control 
57 59 
56 .63 

Test 'Control 
percentage 

97 
89 

. Spraying, test room 
38 .' 76 
77 70 
71 .89 

50 
110 
80 

(iii) Pyractone,.-Only a very small quantity of this. substance was avail· 
able and if was not possible to investigate the repellent effect. 

On direcf contact it was found to kill sandfliesin a dilution of 1/200. 
Four experiments' (Table IX) were carried out to investigate the indirect 

effect. Owing to ,the small amount of Pyractone available for these experi
ments the residual solution had to be re-used. The results show consider
ably less "variation than in the Pyefly experiments, and it is possible that 
Pyractone might be more satisfaCtory for general use.' In moderate. con-. 
:centrations Pyractone had quite a pleasant smell. 

TABLE IX.-'-PYRACTONE,INDIRECT LETHAL EFFECT. 

No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Diluiion 
1/25 
1/25. 
1/40 
1/66 

Lethal concentration 
Cage 1 Cage 2 Mean 

2·11 2-11 ·2·11 
1 ·59 1 ·69 . 1 ·64 ' 
1·6 1 ·24 1·42 
1 '51 1 ·79 1 ·65 

.,' 
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20 Anti-Sandfiy. Spraying with Lethane and .Pyrethru1Jl. 

THE ADDITION OF PINE OIL AND NAPHTHALENE T.OPYEFLY. 

As pine oil appeared to enhance the insecticidal power ofPyrocide20, 
.. some investigations were made as .to whether the effectiveness of Pyefly could 

be increased by adding pine oil and also naphtha1~ne. Pr~liminary experi
ments indicated that so11.1tions·of naphthalene to kerosene, ·varying (rom6 per 
cent to lOper cent, were not lethal either. directly or indirectly. It was 
also found thatw hen 5 per cent pine oil w~s added to 1/100 Pyefly, sand
flies 'werekilled directly by the solution diluted up to three times (i.e. about 
1/300 Pyefiy) and indirectly by an atmospheric conceritration of 1·32 c.c. 
ofPyefly (and 6·63 c.c. of pine oil) per 1,000 cubic feet. 

A solution was then prepared cont~ining one part of Pyeflyin seventy. 
four parts of 8 per cent naphthalene to kerosene' to which was added one" 
twentieth volume of pine oil. 

On direct contact sandfties were ki11~d by the solution diluted four times,. 
i.e. about 1/300 Pyefly, as compared with 1/200 without adjuvants. 

The solution also killed sandflies indirectly in an atmosphericconceritra
tio l1 of 0·75 c.c. ofPyefly per 1,000 cubic feet which was lower than the 
lowest figure noted for Pyefiy alone. 

In a'repellent experiment (Table X), 150 ·c.c. of solution were consumed 
. by the Phantomyst, producing a concentration of Pyefiy of 0·091 c.c. per 
1,000 cubic feet. 

TABLE X.-PYEFLY, WITH ADDITION OF. NAPHTHALENE ,AND PINE OIL; REPELLENT EFFECT 

(DISTRIBUTION BY PHANTOMYST.) 

Day 

:{ 
Time 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

Test 
72 
42 

40 
66 
68 

Flies caught 
in each room 

Control 
70 
56 

Test/Control 
percentage 

104 
75 

Spraying, test room 
91 44 

88 
168 

69 
42 

The figures suggest some repellent effect after twelve hours .but not after 
twenty-four. There was no definite evidence of an increased repellent effect 
.through the addition of pine oil and naphthalene. 

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS ON KEROSENE-BASE PYRETHRUM SOLUTIONS. 

Pyrethrum in kerosene was found to kill sandfiies,' both direet1y and 
indirectly, in very low concentrations of all the thr,ee preparatio'nstested: 
The. theoretical lethal concentrations of these solutions appeared to vary 
very considerably .and for'this no satisfactory explanation can be given. ,The 
lethaJ effect of pyrethrum appears to be increased by the addition of small 
amount-s of pine oil and also, possibly, of naphthalene. The repellent e·ffect 
of pyrethrum, .as tested by the methods in use at Peshawar, appeared to be 
still appreciable after twelve hours but not aftertwenty~four and it would 
therefore seem that spraying, tobe effective, should really be carried out 
twice daily. Since,however, the sanclfly is nocturnal in its habit~, spraying 
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J1l.M. E. Anderson 21 

once daily, inthe evening at dusk, would probably be sufficient if carried out 
iri a thorough and intelligent manner. 

IN ATER~BASE INSECTICIDES. 

(a) Desquito.-Diluted 1/14 with water, this solution killed sandflies 
on direct contact: 

Two experiments were performed to investigate the indirect effect. 
Using a 1/14 solution, the flies were ui1affected at the end of three hours 
in an atmospheric concentratioi1 of 10'34 c.co per 1,000 cubic feet. A 
1/10 dilutio l1 was then used but, after "five hours, with an atmospheric con, 
centration of 18·31c.c. per 1,000 cubic feet, the majority of the flies in both 
cages Were still.alive. . 

'(b) Multicide,-Only a very, small quantity of this product was avail
able. In a, dilution, of 1/100 in water it failed to kill sandflies on direct 
contact. In an '~indirect ,effect" experiment, with a 1/100 solution, the 
fl~es we're unaffe<:tedat the end of four hours in an atmospheric concentra
tion of 1'48 c.c.per 1,000 cubic feet. 

These experiments with Desquito and Multicide gave inconclusive 
results but it is possible that a low pressur~ apparatus, such as the 
Phantomyst, is riot an ideal means of distribllting' a watery solution. It 
was not possible to investigate the repellent effect oL Desquito and 
Multicide. . , 

Table XI shows, in tabular form, a s~mmary of the direct and indirect 
effect experiments with kerosene-base and ,water-base solutions. In the 
r.epellel1t experiments, none of the solutions tested appeared to be effective 
for more than twelve hours. . 

TABLE XI.-SUMMARY OF ~Rl'SlJLTS, "DiR~CT" AND" INDIRECT" EFFECT EXPERIMENTS. 

Preparation 
Lethane 
Pyefiy: 

(a) alone 
(b) with pine oil 
(c) with pine oil and naphtha

lene 
Pyrocide 20 : 

(al alone .. 
, (b) with pine oil 
Pyractone 
Desquito 
Multicide 

Normal 
dilutiOn 

1/33 

1/64 

1/20 
1/40 
1/14 
1/100 

Direct effect 
(lowest dilution killing 

on contact) 
1/100 

1/200 
1/300 

1/300 

1/100 
1/200 

i/14 (or weaker) 
? (stronger than 

1/ICO) 

Indirect effect 
(minimum lethal 

concentration, c.e. 
per 1,000 cubic ft. 

6·75-7·4 

0·89-3·94 
1·32 

0·75. 

2·55 
1'27-1·7 
J·42-2·n 

? (more thab.18·31) 
? (more than 1·48) 

('~ Normal 'dilution "refers eitl:J.er to the dilution .recommended by the manufacturers or 
that in routine use at the time of these investigations.) . 

THE DAILY SPRAYING' OF BARRACK 'ROOMS. 

The work to date had suggested that the repellent action of the solu
tio.ns in' general use was hardly appreciableaftertwelve hours arid, towards 
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22 Anti-Sandfiy Spraying with Lethane and P)1ret~rum 

the end of the hot weather,. two experiments were. performed' to investi-' 
gate the effect of daily spraying with Letha,ne and Pyefiy. For these ex- . 
perimentstwo barrack rooms, each of 1S;QOO cubicfeeCcapacity,\\:,ere 
used as test andcontrol and work wasonthefollowing routim::--'-' . 

Day 1. Morning: ~Survey,both rooms. Evening : ---.ifirst ~praying; 
Day 2. Morning: -Survey, both rooms. Evening: ~second spraying. 
Day 3. Morning: -Survey, both rooms;· .' .. , . ..,. . 
The morning surveys were' canit:d out by three men in ea:chroomover 

one· hour (7 to 8 a:m.) and the evening spraying otthe Test room. 'by three 
men with Flit· guns .over;ten minutes (6.30 Jo' 6.40 p.m.),· 'Fprthefirst 
spraying the solution was that in routine use arid; for the.secoqd,/me con~ 

. s~d~rably more dilute vvith the idea that it might be possible to effect some 
. economy through the use ()f weaker solutions. Tt was also hoped to simu
latCl the condition of a room in which traces. of. the' solution were present 
from repeated daily sprayings with weaksoli.ttionandj'twas considered 
that this might be pr0duced by the use ofthestrong~r sohition f?r the first 
spraymg. 

For. the first experiment (Table XII) Lethanewasused, 

D~ 
3 

TABLE: . X~I.-DAILY SPRAYING;. LETHANE. 

Time 

;a.'rr:t. 
p.m,· 
a,m .. 

Flies caught'· 
in each room Test/Control 

. Test Control. percentage 
75 . 60 125 

Spraying, test room.,-I/33 Lethane 
12 . 5323 

Spraying, test room~IJ66 Lethane 
15' 53 29 

The atmospheric concentrations of Le~hane after the two' sprayingswere 
0'58 and 0'28 c.c. respecti:rely. The experiment suggested that spraying 
with 1/66 Lethane in a'room in whiclitraces of the solution were aln~ady. 
present would produce an appreciable reduction (in this case nearly SO per 
cent) in .the numbers of sandflies present twelve hours later. 

Using Pyefly, a.secondexperiment was carried. out (Ta,ble XIII)~ 

TABLE XrII.-DAILVSPRAYING, PYEFLY. 

Flies caught. 
in each room Test/Control 

Test Contr.ol percentage 
28 . 19. ;148 

Spraying, tesiroom'--,cl J75Pyefly 
4 16' .' .25 

Spraying; test room:'71/100 PyeftY,' 
3 16, 19 

'D:~ 
Time 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 

3 a.m. 

The atmospheric concentrations produced were 0'27 andO·2c~c.per 1,000 
cubic feet respectively: At the time of this experiment the weather was 
becoming cooler (a fact which isrefiected in the smaUnuniber of flies caught 
in the control room) and the figures noted (S3 and 87 per~ent) may not. 
exactly represent what the reduction would be ata.warmertime of year. , 
The experiment suggested, however, that a marked reduction follows .the 
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W. M. E. Ariderson 

spraying, at dusk, with 1/100 Pyefly, of a room in which traces of solution 
are already present. 

Theseexpetiments were encouraging in that they suggested that daily 
spraying with weak solutions proqucesgood results. Further investiga-
tion ' along these lines would be very welCome. ' " 

THE OUTPUT OF A FLIT GUN. • 

As in practice it is not feasible to rrieasurethe contents of the reservoir 
of a Flit gun before and after use, an' effort was made to ascertain the ()ut
put of these appliances. Guns~ under test were' filled. with plain h;rosene 
and were operated in an intermittent manner (to represent normal usage) 
over a measured time and the amount of kerosene used was,determinea.' In 
nine experiments, by three operators with three guns, there was a variation 
of 11 to 23 c.c. per minute and, for practical purposes, a theoretic output of 
12 C.c. per minute is suggested, as allowing a reasonable margin for personal 
variation. 

COMPARATI~E EFFIciENCY OF PHANTOMYST AND FLIT GUNS. 

Both these appliances, varied greatly in their mean output and, while the 
nebulizer requires less laboprimd is probably more satisfactory for purely 
experimental purposes, it mustbe remembered that it is'an extremely expen
sive apparatus with appreciable running costs and an oft~recurring prob- , 
h;m of repait:s and spare parts', all of ~hich outweigh its slight advantages 

. over the Flit g,un for everyday use. In fact, if the gun be used in a thorough ' 
and intelligent manner, these observations suggest that it will give equal1y 
good results. If spraying is to be carried out daily, the increased cost of 
solution makes it essential that expenditure on distributing apparatus should, 
be kept to a minimum and the purchase of costly appliances, such as the 
Phantomyst, would appear to be unwarranted. 

ESTIMATION OF DOSAGE FOR SPRAYING ROOMS. 

As a practical applica:!ion of this work, the following ,?-re tentative1ysug
, gested as a guide tod6sage in the spraying of rooms:---: 

(1) Spraying should be carried out daily, at dusk . 
.. (2) Solutions of 1/66 Lethane, or 1/100 Pyefly, should be used. Third 

grade kerosene appeared to be a satisfactory. base, except for use in private 
bungalows where it may cause soiling of curtains or coverings. 

(3) If Flit guns are used, for each 600 cubic feet of room sJ)ace, spraying 
should be carried out for one minute with one gun. 

(4) Ha Phantomyst nebulizer be used, the approximate consumptibn of 
solution in cubic centimetres per minute should be determined from at least 
three preliminary trials, using plain third grade kerosene (this volume is' 

" 20 denoted as "V")., The room should then be sprayed for _ minutes for 
. V 

every 1,000 cubic feet. With either of the two types of Phantomyst used in 
. these experiments this is likely to be a lengthy operation . . , 
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24 Anti-Sandfiy Spraying with Lethane and Pyrethrum 

SUMMARY. 

(1)' Lethane provides an efficient spraying solution for anti-sandtIy pur
poses . 

. (2) Pyrethrum preparations are also very satisfactory and their potency 
appears to be increased by the addition of pine oil. There is some uncer
tainty about dosage. 

(3) Daily spraying of rooms is e.ssential. 
(4) For practical purposes, Flit guns appear to gIve results equally as 

good as the Phantomyst nebuIizer. 
(N.B.-In 1939, Lethane was cheaper than ·anyofthe Pyrethrum pre

parations but prices may have altered since the outbreak of war.) 
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